


It all begins with a 
grain of sand 
With skills honed over 15 years of experience, 
we carefully blend  sand with granulated 
stone and natural colour pigments to create 
the distinctive look and relaxed feel of Stone 
concrete pavers. We persevere until the mix is 
just right, knowing that it means the difference 
between good and great. 

It’s an approach maintained throughout every 
stage of production and evident in the end 
result: the very best pavers on the market.



Made by man, 
perfected 
by machine 
The manufacturing process incorporates 
hand-made elements, a unique wet cast 
production method, and the very latest 
industrial equipment and technology.

Finally, when that grain of sand has 
been transformed into a beautiful Stone 
paver, it is carefully wrapped, packed 
and dispatched, off to transform another 
outdoor area into something exceptional.



Classic
In a country famous for its great outdoors, home owners are 
spending more and more time on creating the perfect outdoor 
lifestyle. Classic concrete pavers compliment but never dominate 
their environs, enhancing nature’s best features and subtly 
enticing you to spend more time outside.



Classic  
Products & Colours

The Classic range offers a palette of nine natural colours that 

work with any surrounds, from cooler stone shades to warm, 

earthier tones. 

Available in a range of traditional designs such as coping, 

cladding and corner pieces customisable to every imaginable 

space, the Classic range is durable, slip resistant and easy to 

maintain, and distinguished by its subtle sand texture.

Left: 
Paving Product: 

Paver 500 x 500mm
Colour: Ashmont

 Right: 
Paving Product: 

Paver 500 x 500mm
Coping Product: 

Square Coping 500 x 500mm
Colour: Balsa

PortlandKharbon Ashmont Straw YorkLima Hunter



Metro 
As every designer knows, it’s all about details.

The grandest entrance, the smartest garden or the most 
dramatic pool isn’t complete until every last detail is perfect.  
With bold textures, clean finishes and fully-customisable 
designs, Metro concrete pavers bring a contemporary 
aesthetic to any space, complimenting the outdoor 
architecture of today while attracting attention of their own.



Metro  
Products & Colours

Crafted in consultation with leading industry designers and builders, 

the Metro range introduce sharp lines and a clean, architectural 

feel to any outdoor space. The range includes curved and corner 

pieces, waterline products and several smaller shapes and sizes 

required for paving patterns. Exposed stone granules give these concrete pavers a 

distinctly modern look while retaining Stone’s signature gentle texture underfoot.

With nine colours to choose from spanning a wide spectrum of natural shades and 

tones,  the Metro range offers a tasteful excuse for spending more time outdoors.

Portland BalsaKharbon Ashmont Straw YorkLima HunterWillow

Left:  
Paving Product: 

Paver 500 x 500mm 
Coping Product: 

Bullnose 500 x 500mm
Colour: Ashmont

Right: 
Paving Product: 

Paver 500 x 500mm
Colour: Kharbon 





Designed to 
suit countless 
configurations
Stone provides many products for  
different applications. To see the full range 
of sizes visit stoneoutdoors.com.au

Pavers Bullnose – Single

Square Coping Bullnose – Double

Bullnose – Triple Bullnose – Corner

Paving Accessories – Cladding

Curved Bullnose – Internal Curved Bullnose – External



paveworld.com.au

Campbellfield:  1596 Sydney Rd    9359 6028
Taylors Lakes:  43 Melton Hwy    9390 8100
Mordialloc:   80 Govenor Rd    9580 1080
Greensborough:  297 Diamond Creek Rd  9434 6744

info@paveworld.com.au




